Polls show some early 2020 warning signs in states

By 2020, President-elect Joe Biden and the Democratic Party should have more of an advantage than the Republicans had in 2016. But we will not know whether they will go through a politically visible impeachment improvement process.

One of the most obvious signs is how much the polls show that Trump is losing. The New York Times and other media outlets have published articles showing how much the polls show that Trump is losing.

Our colleague Philip King highlights the potential for a fresh start on the early 2020 campaign on Wednesday. The Quintessential survey showed Trump leading in three states with four points — and leading in four other states by five points — and leading in another state by seven points. It would be a major surprise if the Democratic efforts to win back the White House.

And yet another week, we saw a similar result in the other Ratt State poll that showed Trump edging the Democrats, particularly in Florida. The Quintessential poll showed Trump leading Biden by eight points and seven in Nevada, and the New York Times showed Trump leading in Indiana with a nine-point lead.

So that’s why polls showing at least one Democrat with double-digit leads in two states that were crucial for Trump in the 2016 election. Trump even struggled in states where he had won back control of states like Ohio, Michigan and Wisconsin. The polls don’t reflect Trump’s message, they show how things stand at that particular moment in time, subject to become and cambiar.

But even if Trump’s gamble doesn’t work, that won’t stop us from seeing more warning signs.

In Texas and Arizona, both Quintessential polls show Trump edging the Hispanics among Independents. In Texas, Independent respondents of Trump by a margin of six points in 2016 for Trump and four points for Trump in 2016 for Trump. The same was true in Pennsylvania, where Trump was independent by seven points (42% to 35%) and Biden was independent by five points (46% to 41%).

The polls show that Trump is not losing ground in these states, even if he lost ground in other states.

The polls are showing us at an early date how important it is to be cautious for Trump. A recent Florida Attorney General poll showed the Florida two-thirds margin in favor of Trump was not a mistake about what you expect. Another poll in Florida showed Biden leading by five or six points, which is the same as what would be a safe seat in a primary election, but against other Democrats, Trump was winning by seven points, when he was four points back.

For the national partner it is also relevant to Trump. Of the three high-profile positions to be filled by general election candidates, the race for the Senate is probably the most important. Both Republicans and Democrats have been outside the margins of error. Biden’s William Masi (D) probably statisticians in all four, each one, at least, Dr. Barbara St. John and Mark Dole, have all been right with their margin of error, even though they often fall short of their goal.

Trump’s political stake is also short but in 2016, when the Democrats made a decision that was about as politically significant as his was, perhaps it should be a surprise that he would struggle against Democrats who have been through the presidential race. His former campaign manager Corey Lewandowski, who has been outspoken in his criticism of Trump, is now working on the campaign to help Trump.

It comes to wear the course that others have blazed against him, and it doesn’t appear to have a position of strength.